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SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION WITH SATELLITE FLYBY FOR
JOVIAN CAPTURE
Damon Landau,* Nathan Strange,† and Try Lam‡
Judicious swingbys of the Galilean satellites can capture a spacecraft into Jupiter
orbit without requiring a propulsive Jupiter-orbit-insertion maneuver. A single
flyby of Ganymede is sufficient to capture into a 1-year orbit at Jupiter with an
arrival V-infinity of 3 km/s or less, while a double flyby of Callisto and Ganymede or of Ganymede and Io captures with V-infinities less than 3.5 and 4 km/s,
respectively. The relatively low energy with respect to Jupiter at arrival is
achieved with a combination of solar electric propulsion and gravity assists from
Earth and Mars. A launch using an Atlas V 551 launch vehicle coupled with a
lunar gravity assist nets 5,000 kg into Jupiter orbit with a 25-kW (at 1 AU) solar
electric propulsion system and 7-year interplanetary cruise.

INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have pointed out a performance advantage of solar electric propulsion (SEP)
over chemical systems for mission to the outer planets.1,2 However, the SEP system is less effective beyond the inner solar system due to low power output from the solar arrays. As a result,
orbit capture typically requires a chemical stage, which adds cost and complexity that can offset
the benefit of using SEP to reach the planet. Previous analyses have shown that ballistic capture
at Jupiter should be possible using a Ganymede flyby if the Jupiter approach V∞ is less than 4
km/s.3,4 Thus, trajectories that approach Jupiter with sufficiently low energy can provide the
mass benefits of SEP without the added complexity of an additional flight element to capture into
orbit.
The combination of SEP with gravity assists from Earth and Mars enable interplanetary trajectories that deliver substantial mass to Jupiter with relatively low arrival V∞. Flyby sequences
of Earth-Mars and of Earth-Mars-Mars are presented. The Mars gravity assists reduce arrival V∞
while the Earth gravity assist permits a high launch mass at low C3. The launch mass may be further increased by launching to a negative C3 with an apogee beyond the Moon, then using lunar
gravity assists to escape on the interplanetary trajectory. Once at Jupiter, a single flyby of Ganymede or Io is most effective at capturing the spacecraft into a long period (>> 1 year) orbit.
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However, a double flyby captures the spacecraft into an orbit with a significantly shorter period
(< 1 year). Results are presented for Callisto-Ganymede and Ganymede-Io sequences. The delivered mass into Jupiter orbit with SEP and double satellite flyby is compared to chemical trajectories with an Io flyby and propulsive JOI.
METHODOLOGY
Ballistic Capture
The objective of the satellite flybys is to minimize the capture orbit period for a given incoming V∞ at Jupiter. A patched conic approximation is used to model the Jupiter-centered trajectory.
The initial (incoming asymptote) leg begins with an arbitrary position and time that connects to
the first flyby satellite. The final (capture orbit) leg begins at the final flyby satellite and connects
to another arbitrary position and time. For a single flyby capture the first and final flyby satellites
are the same (two legs), and there is a middle satellite-to-satellite leg for double flyby trajectories
(giving three legs as in Figure 1).

∞

Figure 1 Solution process for double flyby capture.
The initial position and time and the time of the first flyby (which also provides position) define a Lambert problem that provides the incoming Jupiter V∞ (energy) and the incoming flyby
V∞. The times of the two satellite encounters similarly define a Lambert problem that provides
the outgoing V∞ for the first flyby and incoming V∞ of the second flyby. Finally, the time of the
second flyby and position and time of the final point similarly provides the outgoing V∞ of the
second flyby and the period (energy) of the capture orbit. The encounter times and endpoint positions are varied to minimize the DV at the flybys (minimization ends when the DV is zero) while
constraining the initial leg to the incoming V∞ (magnitude) of the interplanetary trajectory and
requiring the final leg to be loosely captured. The times and positions are varied using
MATLAB’s SQP algorithm (fmincon). A second optimization then minimizes the capture orbit
period while maintaining ballistic (zero-DV) flybys and constraining the Jupiter arrival V∞. It is
found that this two-step process works best when a good initial guess in unavailable.
The Jupiter-centered capture trajectories are calculated independently of the interplanetary
SEP trajectories. It is assumed that minor adjustments to the interplanetary trajectory can provide
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the arrival conditions for optimal capture at Jupiter. For example, almost no plane change is required between the optimal interplanetary (near ecliptic) and Jupiter-centered (near equatorial)
trajectories because Jupiter’s obliquity to the ecliptic is relatively small. Moreover, the right ascension of the incoming asymptote for the capture orbit can nearly match the optimal interplanetary trajectory by adjusting the arrival date (and thus the positions of the moons at arrival). For
double satellite capture the arrival date is adjusted in synodic increments. The moderate change
in flight time (~1 mo.) does not significantly alter the interplanetary trajectory while maintaining
optimal capture conditions.
Ballistic Escape
Just as Jupiter’s moons may be used to capture a spacecraft from an interplanetary trajectory,
Earth’s moon can be used to escape from geocentric orbits. The lunar flybys permit a larger
launch mass at a negative C3 than the corresponding mass for direct insertion to a positive C3 (for
escape), thereby augmenting the performance of the launch vehicle. Ballistic transfers (with no
deterministic maneuvers) are sought to limit operational complexity. The use of closed orbits
prior to escape allows multiple lunar flybys, which increases the efficiency of lunar escape and
potentially aids development of an extended launch period and targeting the optimal interplanetary trajectory. A single lunar escape trajectory is constructed as a proof of concept, but further
analysis could increase performance and mitigate potential operational concerns (e.g. provide a
launch period).
The lunar escape trajectory is constructed by first seeking a single flyby escape. The trajectory is modeled with an initial Earth-centered position and time, a lunar flyby time, and a final
geocentric position and time. Just as with the Jupiter-centered process, the positions and times at
the encounters define Lambert fits that provide geocentric energy before and after the flyby as
well as the flyby geometry and DV (driven to zero). An initial guess for this trajectory is found
by selecting a lunar flyby date, then specifying an initial position that is nearly in line with the
lunar flyby position but inside the Moon’s orbit, and similarly specifying a final position that is
outside the Moon’s orbit. The times between encounters (initial to Moon, and Moon to final) is
arbitrarily selected to 4 days. The same SQP algorithm for Jupiter capture varies the initial and
final positions to minimize the launch energy while constraining the departure energy, lunar flyby
date, launch inclination, and launch perigee. Once the single flyby trajectory is optimized, a double flyby trajectory is constructed by adding another flyby one lunar period later (for a resonant
transfer) and shifting the time of the final escape leg a period later. The SQP algorithm then provides a ballistic escape trajectory with minimum launch energy for multiple lunar flybys to a
fixed C3.
SEP Trajectories
The interplanetary SEP trajectories are constructed in a two step process. First a broad initial
search produces a large set (a couple thousand) of promising gravity-assist sequences to Jupiter
with impulsive DV. The search is set up by connecting ranges of discrete encounter dates with
Lambert fits. This search includes two, three, or four flybys of Venus, Earth, and Mars before
reaching Jupiter. Then, these impulsive DV trajectories with various gravity assists are used as
initial guesses in batch runs of a low-thrust trajectory optimizer, MALTO.5 A similar process
was used to construct SEP trajectories to Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, where further details of the
design method are documented in Refs. 2 and 6. The best trajectories found via this process were
then re-optimized to constrain the arrival V∞ for a desired capture orbit period (based on the ballistic capture results). The SEP power level for selected trajectories is also varied to examine the
effect on delivered mass.
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RESULTS
Ballistic Capture
The optimal capture trajectories with a single Ganymede or Io flyby are presented in Figure 2
and Figure 3. Ganymede is more effective than Io (or Callisto or Europa) for single flyby capture.
Solar gravity perturbations are a significant effect on large Jupiter orbits, thus capture orbit periods of less than a year are preferred. However, even with a relatively demanding V∞ of 3 km/s
(for the interplanetary trajectory) the capture period is almost 11 months. The capture orbit period as a function V∞ with a single flyby is provided in Figure 4. When applying a constraint of
approach V∞ of 3 km/s to the SEP trajectory search, the trajectories did not provide enough of a
performance benefit over chemical trajectories to offset the increased inert mass from the SEP
system. For this reason, double flyby strategies became attractive for the ballistic capture. With
double satellite capture each flyby is a critical event, which compares with the two critical events
of Io flyby then JOI with Galileo7 and Jupiter Europa Orbiter.8

Figure 2. A 200 km flyby of Ganymede captures a 3-km/s V∞ into a 328-day orbit. The figure displays two days of flight time centered on the flyby.
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Figure 3. A 200 km flyby of Io captures a 3-km/s V∞ into a 485-day orbit. The figure displays two days of flight time centered on the flyby.

Figure 4. Ballistic capture with one moon.
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Figure 5 presents an optimal Ganymede-Io flyby trajectory where the two flybys are about a
day apart. This scenario provides the shortest capture orbit period for a given V∞ (as provided in
Figure 6) with two flybys. Moreover, the capture orbit naturally initiates a series of Io flybys to
further reduce orbit period as in the Jupiter Europa Explorer design.8 Designing and executing a
maneuver to correct flyby errors from the Ganymede encounter prior to the Io encounter may be
an operational challenge, but would require only a monopropellant system. Furthermore, the
SEP propulsion system should allow the spacecraft to correct for relatively large errors following
the Io encounter. Further analysis is needed to verify both of these assumptions.
As Io is deep within Jupiter’s radiation belts, the Ganymede-Io capture strategy would expose
the spacecraft to significant radiation. This then motivates the Callisto-Ganymede capture strategy of Figure 7, where the capture period versus approach V∞ is provided in Figure 8. The Callisto-Ganymede sequence does not capture into as tight an orbit as the Ganymede-Io sequence,
but it avoids the worst parts of Jupiter’s radiation belts. This flyby sequence can also initiate a
series of Ganymede flybys with relatively high perijoves, which follows the strategy of Galileo’s
tour at Jupiter.7

Figure 5. A 500 km flyby of Ganymede then Io captures a 3.5-km/s V∞ into a 237-day orbit.
The figure includes one day of the approach trajectory prior to Callisto and one day of the
capture orbit after Ganymede.
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Figure 6 Ballistic capture with Ganymede and Io.

Figure 7. A 500 km flyby of Callisto then Ganymede captures a 3.5-km/s V∞ into a 326-day
orbit. The figure includes one day of the approach trajectory prior to Callisto and one day
of the capture orbit after Ganymede.
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Figure 8 Ballistic capture with Callisto and Ganymede.
Ballistic Escape
An example ballistic escape trajectory is provided in Figure 9. A C3 of 2 km2/s2 is chosen for
escape because that value is near the maximum attainable for lunar escape.4 The minimum
launch C3 for this escape is actually below -1.5 km2/s2, but launching to an energy above the absolute minimum is desired to incorporate margin into the design. The launch perigee and inclination are chosen as 185 km and 28.5 deg to attain maximum performance for launches from Cape
Canaveral.9 The second lunar flyby optimizes to the chosen minimum allowable flyby altitude
indicating that a C3 of 2 km2/s2 is near the maximum attainable from a 1-to-1 resonant orbit with
the Moon. The first flyby, however, converged to a much higher altitude, which suggests that
there is margin available to adjust the launch leg to a different inclination or fly by at a different
lunar phase. It may also be possible to adjust the intermediate parking orbit to vary the declination of the escape trajectory. Further analysis is suggested to better characterize this type launch
mode.
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1. Launch
C3 = -1.5 km2/s2
peri = 185 km alt
inc. = 28.5 deg.

Lunar Orbit

Parking orbit perigee
~10 Earth radii

2. Lunar Flyby
time = 3.0 d
V∞ = 1.1 km/s
alt = 17,000 km
3. Lunar Flyby
time = 30.2 d
V∞ = 1.1 km/s
alt = 100 km

1

2,3

4. Escape
C3 = 2 km2/s2
inc. = 15 deg.
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Figure 9 Two lunar gravity assists eject a spacecraft to a C3 of 2 km2/s2 about a month after
launching to a C3 of -1.5 km2/s2.
SEP Trajectories
The selected launch vehicle for the interplanetary trajectory design is an Atlas V (551), which
injects 6500 kg to a C3 of -1.5 km2/s2.9 The SEP system includes three NEXT thrusters that operate simultaneously and solar arrays that generate 25 kW at 1 AU. It is notable that 25 kW at
Earth corresponds to roughly 1 kW at Jupiter. This power could be used to continue to operate
the SEP system at Jupiter as a novel way to tour the system. Alternatively, the solar power could
be used to run the spacecraft without the need for radioactive power sources, though additional
analysis would be required to assess the effect of the spacecraft drawing power during interplanetary cruise. The SEP trajectories are modeled with all of the available solar power going to the
SEP system, which implies a design with radioactive power sources.
From the broad search of gravity assist sequences with SEP only two trajectory families were
noted to deliver exceptional mass (> 5000 kg) at reasonable flight times (< 9 yr) with low Jupiter
arrival V∞ (< 4 km/s). Figure 10 shows an example Earth-Mars (EM) trajectory with a 7-year
flight time and arrival V∞ of 3.5 km/s, and an example Earth-Mars-Mars (EMM) trajectory with
8-year flight time is presented in Figure 11. In these plots, red arrows denote thrusting. Both of
these trajectories have a relatively low launch energy, which is an efficient way to increase mass
at the Earth flyby with a one-year leveraging transfer to increase energy with respect to Earth.
Though the spacecraft escapes to a C3 of 2 km2/s2, the launch mass corresponds to a C3 of
-1.5 km2/s2 as the lunar gravity assists essentially increase the launch vehicle performance by
nearly 400 kg.
The trajectories in Figure 10 and Figure 11 each deliver around 5300 kg to a V∞ of 3.5 km/s
with 25 kW at 1 AU. As indicated by Figure 12 a few hundred kg of additional mass is available
with modest increases in power or arrival energy. The EMM trajectories deliver up to 5800 kg
with 25 kW and 4 km/s V∞ or with 40 kW and 3.6 km/s V∞, while the EM trajectories plateau
around 5600 kg with 22 kW and 4 km/s V∞ or with 40 kW and 3.5 km/s V∞. The smaller separation between the 5200 kg and 5400 kg contours compared to the 5400 kg and 5600 kg contours
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demonstrate increasing reductions in performance below certain combinations of power and arrival energy. Conversely, a target delivered mass above 5000 kg may be attained with modest increases in power or V∞ for these types of trajectories.

Figure 10 Example 7-yr. EM trajectory with 25 kW SEP power at 1 AU.

Figure 11 Example 8-yr. EMM trajectory with 25 kW SEP power at 1 AU.
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Delivered mass
7-yr. EM
8-yr. EMM
5400 kg
5200 kg

Figure 12 SEP power, arrival energy, and delivered mass trades for mission design.

COMPARISON TO CHEMICAL TRAJECTORIES
Figure 13 shows a large set of chemical trajectories to Jupiter10 using an Atlas V (551) launch
vehicle for comparison to the SEP results. The mass shown is the spacecraft mass after Jupiter
orbit insertion with an estimate of the propulsion system inert mass subtracted (10% of fuel mass
+ 50 kg for the bi-prop engine). The net mass values (net = delivered - inert) in Figure 13 are
calculated assuming a 500 km flyby of Io before JOI, which is constrained to an altitude of 4.2
Jupiter radii and captures into a one-year period orbit. The specific impulse of the bi-propellant
system is assumed to be 325 s. It is noted that there is an exceptional VEE trajectory that nets
almost 4400 kg after a 6-year flight to Jupiter. Unfortunately, this trajectory requires a high
launch declination of nearly 50 deg, which would severely degrade performance for launches
from Florida. A more realistic trajectory is the VEE sequence that delivers 4200 kg with 6.3 yr
flight time. This trajectory is chosen to compare chemical propulsion designs with the SEP trajectories.
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Figure 13 Chemical trajectories to Jupiter with an Atlas V (551). Performance plateaus
around 4,200 kg after six year time of flight.
The inert mass of the SEP system is estimated as 10% of the Xe propellant mass + 15 kg per
thruster + 35 kg per power processing unit + 10 kg per thruster for gimbals, cabling, etc. + 8
kg/kW for solar arrays. These inert mass values are intended to be only a rough estimate for
NEXT thrusters and Ultraflex arrays. An additional 30% margin is added to the SEP inert mass
as this particular configuration has not been flown.
The net mass into Jupiter orbit with SEP is presented for selected designs in Table 1. Trajectories that capture with a shorter period (7 mo. with 3.5 km/s V∞) net around 4700 kg into Jupiter
orbit, which is about 600 kg more than the chemical analogue. For capture orbit periods around
one year and 25 kW arrays, the mass benefit with SEP is 800 kg for 7-year transfers or 1000 kg
for 8-year transfers. The best chemical trajectories have flight times that are closer to six years,
so these SEP cases are most beneficial when increasing payload mass is more important than reducing flight time. The 15-kW design points are provided as a comparison to the Titan Saturn
System Mission SEP module.1 The performance for EM trajectories with 12-mo. capture periods
is poor, but as demonstrated in Figure 12, a modest increase in V∞ (in this case to 4.2 km/s, corresponding to 16 mo. period) can provide designs with substantial delivered mass. The EMM trajectory can capture into a 12-mo. orbit with a 15-kW system and still deliver 600 kg more than
the chemical trajectories.
A comparison with 25-kW SEP systems across a range of capture orbit periods is presented in
Figure 14. The SEP performance does not vary much for capture orbit periods greater than 9
months, but begins to drop quickly for periods less than about 8 months. This dramatic reduction
in performance is expected from the contours of Figure 12, which also indicates that the degradation point can shift to shorter capture periods by increasing SEP power. The variation in chemical trajectory performance is much less pronounced with orbit periods of several months. Thus
for capture orbit periods greater than 7 months, a 25-kW SEP system delivers substantially more
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payload than chemical systems, but chemical capture is more efficient than SEP with ballistic
capture for short capture periods.
Table 1. Example SEP Trajectories with Ballistic Capture.

Path
EM

Flight
Time
(yr.)
7.3

Array
Power
@ 1 AU
(kW)
25

# of
Thrusters
3

Xe
Prop.
(kg)
1130

Delivered
Mass
(kg)
5370

Inert
SEP
Mass
(kg)
640

Net
Massa
(kg)
4730

500 km G-I
Capture
Period
(mo.)
7

EM

7.0

25

3

890

5610

610

5000

12

EM

7.0

15

2

1060

5430

490

4940

16

EMM

8.0

25

3

1160

5340

640

4700

7

EMM

8.0

25

3

710

5790

590

5200

12

EMM

7.9

15

2

1160

5320

500

4820
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a

Chemical propulsion trajectories provide a net mass of 4220 kg with 12-mo. period or 4110 kg with 7-mo. period.

8-yr. EMM SEP

7-yr. EM SEP

6.3-yr. VEE Chem.

Figure 14 A 25-kW SEP system can deliver substantially more mass than chemical systems
for capture orbit periods longer than 8 months.
CONCLUSIONS
The high mass fractions typically associated with SEP are available for Jupiter missions, and
orbit capture does not require an additional propulsion system. The most efficient trajectories
make use of gravity assists from the Moon, Earth, Mars, Ganymede, and Io. A single flyby of
Ganymede at Jupiter arrival would place a spacecraft into a loosely captured orbit, whereas a
double flyby of Callisto then Ganymede captures to an orbit period greater than one year, and a
Ganymede-Io double flyby can capture a spacecraft into 0.5–1-year orbits. SEP systems with 25-
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kW arrays (at 1 AU) can deliver 600–1000 kg more net mass to Jupiter orbit than chemical propulsion systems with an Atlas V (551), but require up to two years additional flight time. A 25kW SEP system provides ample power at Jupiter to operate EP thrusters as a novel way of touring
the Jupiter system. Alternatively, the solar arrays could power the spacecraft at Jupiter if radioactive power sources are unavailable. The performance of ballistic capture trajectories with SEP is
relatively sensitive to variations in power or arrival V∞, thus a moderate variation in either parameter can adjust payload mass to a desired value.
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